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Objective and contents

Two “new” concepts are seen as competing: supergrids and microgrids

How do they compare when developing the energy system of the
future

Are they competitors or complementary?

Lessons learned?

Contents:

Historic perspective

Functionality of grids

Grid planning

New circumstances: RES and liberalized markets

Supergrid concept

Similarities and complementarity

When discussing local/microgrids
in this document, subgrids which

have a large independence are 
considered, possibly disconnect
from the main grids for specific

or longer periods of time
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Historic perspective

First power systems end of 
19th century

First systems were self-
contained autonomous
systems (microgrids)

Locally generated power fed
to nearby customers

Low voltage

First DC, later AC 

Small isolated systems were
connected to form larger grids

(source thinkgeek)
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Historic perspective

DC had originally a number of advantages

But AC is easy to transform to higher voltages 
(high power, low losses)

And creates a rotating field

3-phase systems are rather efficient for power 
transmission

Frequencies were harmonized (50 and 60 Hz)

True continent (Island) wide grids, only in the
70’s: development of nuclear and
electrification of society

(HV)DC re-appeared in the same period: bulk 
power transfer over large distances + subsea
routes
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Grid function: why connecting grids?

5

Interconnection function

Interconnect generation: help in case of outage (reserve coefficient: 100%  only 30%) 

Interconnect consumption:  WITHOUT GRIDS

C= contractual maximum levels of users

P= Total installed generation capacity

C

P

P=2.C

Transmission function

• Large distance between production and consumption due to availability of

• coolants

• energy source

• Easy supply of fuels

• ……

Distribution function

Electricity distribution to residential customers

User interconnection 

P=0,52.C
0,4C

Generation  P

C

WITH GRIDS

P
C

Consumer 1

Consumer 2

time

time

Cmax,1

Cmax,2

Consumer 1+2

Cmax,1+Cmax,2>Cmax,1+2

Cmax,1+2
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Why do we have grids?

Consumers are in general not interested in 
power systems or grids

Goal of the grid is to:

Bring power from generation to load

In a reliable manner

Making optimal use of the resources (cost
effective)

Safely

Current solution:

Large generators (nuclear, fossil fuel) located
near source (& cooling)

Connected to load centers (cities and
industrial zones)

Grid built “to last forever”

RES integration: from negative load to active
generator
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Reliable energy supply

Power systems have been developed over decades.

Primary objective: reliable and economic supply of electrical energy

Spare and redundant capacities in generation and network have been 
built in to ensure adequate and acceptable continuity of supply during 
normal operation and contingencies

Main question: 

What is the expected reliability of the power system?

 no simple question (and multi-facetted)

 “How much redundancy, and at what cost”

Balance between over-investing and under-investing
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Reliable energy supply

System operators must operate their system in a secure manner taking 
into account possible changes

Changes due to failure, outage,. . .

Changes due to unexpected state of the power system

The power system should be both adequate and secure

Adequate: Sufficient generation to match the load (at all times)

Secure: Sufficient capability to withstand sudden changes

Management of the reliability is something which needs to be done in 
the different operating time frames of the system operator

The system cannot be designed to manage all contingencies
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Adequate level of reliability

Today’s power system is planned and operated to provide “an adequate level 
of reliability” (ALR). Overall, this ALR means (NERC definition):

The system is controlled to stay within acceptable limits during normal 
conditions.

The system performs acceptably after credible contingencies. The system limits 
the impact and scope of instability and cascading outages when they occur.

The system’s facilities are protected from unacceptable damages by operating 
them within facility ratings.

The system’s integrity can be restored promptly if it is lost.

The system has the ability to supply the aggregate electric power and energy 
requirements of the electricity consumers at all time, taking into account 
scheduled and (common) unscheduled outages of system components. 

what are the “acceptable limits” of the different states of the 
power system?

what are “credible contingencies”?

what is the sense of “unacceptable damages”?

what is the time line allowed to restore failing systems?
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Adequate and secure power system in practice

The power system adequacy is achieved by:
Generation mix based on different fuel depending on the country (steam & gas 
based + hydro where available) + increasingly demand response

Connection of different countries to pool resources 

Reserve margin in the power system

Security is achieved by:
Building redundancy in the system

Making use of a reliability criterion (e.g. N-1) defined in grid code

Reliability management is done in all time frames

TSO   timeline

Load and generators

Coordination
D2CF

Coordination
DACF

Coordination
IDCF

Capacity
D-2 forecast

Market bids Preventive actions
Market clearing

Changes Corrective 
actions

D-2 D-1 now



Result:

We are used to have a very reliable and robust
electricity supply

Where the cost of electricity (without taxes) is largely
due to the fuel costs
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Some major changes are happening

From distribution to transmission levels, the introduction of renewable 
energy sources triggers major changes in our power systems 

Massive penetration of renewables (towards 80-100 % energy from RES by 
2050?)

System wide stakeholder interactions 

New grid technologies

Market environment
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One European policy…

Three goals that have to converge simultaneously!

Sustainability

Security of supply
Competitiveness

& affordability

Policy focusses on 3 aspects
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RES integration is much quicker than grid 
development

Year 2000
~30.000 power
plants

Year 2005
~221.000 power
plants

Year 2010
~750.000 power
plants

Source 50Hz-Transmission
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Variability, uncertainty and forecast errors 
require different modes of operation



Possible options:

Stretch the current system (smarter)
Build a DC supergrid

Focus on small local systems
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Do we need a DC grid?

Facts and numbers:

190 GW of onshore and 40 GW of offshore wind power expected for 2020 
(source EWEA)

To fulfill 2050 targets, the European power system must be almost 100% 
carbon free

A transition towards large scale renewable integration has already started

Germany: Currently >35 GW of wind and solar power

Germany: Planned solar power plants with >300MW and offshore wind farms 
of 900 MW
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Do we need a DC grid?

How to harvest more wind power?

Average wind profile in Europe 
(source: EEA)

THE WIND IS IN THE NORTH SEA!
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Do we need a DC grid?

How to harvest more solar power?

THE SUN IS IN THE SOUTH
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Do we need a DC grid?

Who needs all the power?

THE PEOPLE ARE IN THE CENTER
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Do we need a DC grid?

When is DC transmission used?

High amount of power and/or

Large transmission distance

Cables

To have carbon free power sector we have to bridge large distances 
and transport high amount of power!

DC transmission seems inevitable
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Do we need a DC grid?

Some facts:

Amount of renewable power will continue to increase

Transmission distances will grow

HVDC transmission will be inevitable

But whether it will be a full grid is uncertain

Technological developments

Regulatory aspects

Operational issues (coordination of an overlay grid)
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Technologies for the DC grid

Why do we need HVDC?

But there are also many other issues!
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Technologies for the DC grid

Why do we need HVDC?

Non technical comparison
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Technologies for a DC grid

LCC HVDC

First converter works as rectifier
Absorbs active power from the grid

Reactive power for control and 
commutation are absorbed from the AC grid 
or through capacitor blocks.

Second converter works as inverter
For commutation and control reactive 
power is required

Under normal operating conditions 
reactive power in order of 50-60% 
of transmitted active power is 
required.

Source ABB
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Technologies for a DC grid

VSC HVDC

Independent P and Q control

Less harmonic filters needed

Voltage control

Smaller footprint

Power oscillation damping (also with voltage)

Black start capability

AC breaker needed for fault operation in DC cable

DC voltage polarity does not change

Multi-terminal operation is quite straightforward

Source ABB
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Technologies for a DC grid

Although AC is can be an option, focus 
in Europe is on HVDC

A full deployment as overhead lines is 
unlikely because of permitting

Cables are limited (both AC and DC)
Yet, offshore requires cables

Rating (in MVA and kV)

Section length (1 km on land)

High power AC cables offshore are difficult 
(too cumbersome?)
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Technologies for a DC grid

How can an overlay grid look like?

Grid of point-to-point DC lines

Converter at both ends

Some lines in the AC grid are replaced by DC lines

Full control

AC connections and therefore AC protection devices

Many expensive and lossy converters
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Technologies for a DC grid

How can an overlay grid look like?

Multi-terminal without redundancy

DC and AC system form each others redundancy

Injections and thus DC flows are controlled
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Technologies for a DC grid

How can an overlay grid look like?

Meshed DC grid

Redundant lines

Only converters at interface between AC and DC grid

DC flows can not be directly controlled

Reduced losses

Cigré workgroup B4-52 considered only this a real DC 
grid
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Ratings and meshing

The transmission system is meshed because of economics and 
reliability concerns

The new system should be meshed as well

A new overlay grid can be an order of magnitude larger/bigger

4-8-10? GVA per circuit and 500-800 kV

Converter stations will connect layers as transformers do now

A HVDC overlay grid will have fully controllable injections

Not all DC nodes will be connected to a  synchronous zone

Few nodes per country

Some countries only one? -> Security?
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Ratings and mesh sizes 
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Interactions with the existing system

Connected system needs fundamental upgrades as well

Currently, few nodes are able to absorb or withdraw several GW

The changing flow directions will require a new grid setup

Offshore wind resources will result in a grid which is oriented from the shore to 
inland regions

Fewer connections (in comparison to 400 kV) to lower levels result in higher 
impacts in case of outages

Events on the DC system will propagate to the AC system and vice versa

The controllable power injections will change the underlying grid

Multiple synchronous zones must be considered

Number of connections to zones such as Ireland (<10 GW installed capacity), 
Scandinavia (61 GW)
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Operation
 Monitoring and Control of actual grid states (Voltage, Power, Topology, etc.) 

 Ensuring security level (e.g. N-1)

 Congestion management 

 Loss optimization

 Contingency registration and clearance

 Grid restoration

 Etc.

Development, Maintenance and Protection  
 Planning

 Coordinating

 Supervising



System balancing
 Schedule verification

 Reserve management 

 Wind forecast

 Etc.

Transmission system operator are responsible for the security of supply 

in a certain geographical area (in AC systems mostly a country)

System Operation
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 Identifying Ancillary Services for 

HVDC Grids

 Not Defined 

 ENTSO-E: NC HVDC -

PRELIMINARY SCOPE

 ENTSO-E: UCTE Operation 

Handbook and Draft Network 

Code on Load-Frequency 

Control and Reserves            

30 April 2013
AC2AC1

DC2DC1

Ancillary services
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 Ancillary services from DC 

equipment for DC grids

 Ancillary services from DC 

equipment for AC grids

 Ancillary services from AC

equipment for DC grids

 Ancillary services from AC 

equipment for AC grids

AC1

DC1

AC Equipment 

DC Equipment

AC/DC Equipment

Ancillary services
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Ancillary Services

 Active Power/Frequency 

Control
 AC Primary Reserve

 AC Secondary Reserve

 AC Loss Compensation

 AC Black Start & Restoration

 Reactive Power/Voltage 

Control

 AC Transmission Reserve

 AC Power Flow Control

 Power Oscillation Damping 

Capability

 Active Power/Voltage Control
 DC Primary Reserve

 DC Secondary Reserve

 DC Loss Compensation

 DC Black Start & Restoration

 DC Transmission Reserve

 DC Power Flow Control

Ancillary services from DC equipment for DC grids

Ancillary services from DC equipment for AC grids

Ancillary services from AC equipment for DC grids

Ancillary services from AC equipment for AC grids
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HVDC and reliability (LCC data)
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HVDC and reliability: system aspects

Component wise, reliability is not better. . .

From a system perspective, HVDC has improved control, which is 
beneficial to system reliability:

Active power

Reactive power at each converter

Both in steady state and dynamically

This control is inherent to HVDC technology and can be offered nearly 
instantaneously
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Economies of a DC grid

Comparison of AC and DC equipment costs
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Why would we build (not) a supergrid? 
& What is the transmission system investment problem?

The four ‘W’s of transmission system planning

Where to invest?

Identification of specific corridors and grid nodes for investments.

What type of investment?

Identification of optimal investments (minimum costs together with maximum 
benefits)

When to invest?

Identification of optimal moment of investments

+1Who will pay for the investment?

Where, What, When and Who depend on each other!
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Grid development: designing the most optimal
system

Balance between costs and benefits
Benefits are defined by policy (indirectly or directly, 15% interconnection 
capacity...) and indirectly the user

Security of supply (meeting N-1, LOLP,…)
Connection of resources
Market
Tariffs
Connection of renewables

Costs: 
Material
Operations
Society

Investments are long term decision, strongly influenced by:
Scenarios
Framework in which decisions are taken
Existing system

42
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Cost Benefit Analysis

Investments follow “basic” economics

Evaluation of all costs (CAPEX and OPEX)

Comparing with the benefits of the installation
Directly financial benefits (income)

Indirect benefits to society as a whole

Cost benefit is discounted over time

𝑁𝑃𝑉 =  𝑖=0
𝐸𝑂𝐿 𝐵𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑖−𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑠𝑖

(1+𝑟)𝑖

Social wellfare <==> positive NPV for investor
Correct regulation is good for both!

Uncertainty!

Cost is easier than benefit
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Economic reality

In practice:

Each individual stakeholder makes his own evaluation

(Expected) Revenues should cover for made expenses

Discount rate: risk sensitive (regulated entity or not, 
ex-ante or ex-post determination of revenues, 
delays,. . . )

Technical, regulatory, economic, supply chain,… risks

There is a need to couple risk exposure with potential 
revenues (e.g. cap and floor)

For each individual project
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Regulatory framework for future grids

A fully controllable grid good!

But who will control the flows?

A framework is needed for:

Ownership

Operation

Investment policy

Tariffs (remuneration)
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Summary: DC supergrid: yes, but challenges exist

Grid development (technical)
What technology are we going to use
Relevant ratings (especially voltage)
Topology:

Meshing or not?

Stepwise development
Bipolar, monopolar, combinations
Grounding

Protection of the DC Grid
Operation and control

Interface/interaction between AC and DC grid: Grid codes
Stability of the AC/DC system
Reliability requirements

Regulatory
Governance and ownership
Financing (cost-allocation, congestion rents,. . .)

While expectations (reliability and cost) remain!
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Evolving power system

Initial grids: source 
to loadDC

AC

LargeSmall

Connecting over 
larger distance

(trafo)
Resource sharing

Connecting all
resources over very

large distances

Local autonomous
Grids

Connecting all
resources over very

large distances
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DC grids and local grids: Friend or foe?    (I)

Can increased local activities in distribution help avoid investments in 
an overlay grid?

For large scale integration of renewables, the farm sizes must grow and/or 
best locations are where the load is not

Large farms near consumers is less realistic due to public resistance

Future investments in large scale renewables will move further from the 
load centers.

Using only local generation sources might not be cost effective due to
economies of scale, reduced resources and requirements for additional
storage

Reliability and risk concerns (e.g. of large industrial plants) might not favor
local solutions without sufficient redundancy
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Can increased local activities help avoid investments in an overlay 
grid?

Using local grid activities, load matching can be done at a local level, 
reducing flows on the bulk power system

Local grid activities can certainly help reducing investments into an overlay 
grid, e.g. through providing a backup option (redundant path is local 
source)

But there is still high amounts of renewable power needed to replace 
existing generation

Spatial balancing of RES provides significant gains in capacity factor

Ideal generation mix contains wind from Germany, Spain and Scotland, 
together with hydro from Scandinavia and the Alps and solar from the south

DC grids and local grids: Friend or foe? (II)
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Need for clear definition

Need for clear rules of operation (codes), including who is 
owner, operator, maintenance responsible, liability…

Reliability: what is the expected level of reliability, and how to
achieve that

When is it economical

Who pays

Serious doubts with traditional power system engineers 
about practicality

DC grids and local grids: similarities
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Conclusions

Significant changes in the power system ask for new solutions

Large supergrids and local grids are options

These systems will have the same expectations (in terms of 
cost and reliability) as current systems 

DC supergrids and local grids show complementarity

DC supergrids are rapidly evolving, but challenges remain

Challenges for local grids are comparable to those of the
supergrid



Questions?

Contact:

Dirk Van Hertem

Dirk.vanhertem@esat.kuleuven.be


